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Post Error Indication in UEFI Driver Model Drivers

Abstract:

- In general, when UEFI DXE Core dispatcher starts to load DXE and UEFI drivers, BIOS sends out generic post code for each DXE/UEFI drivers.

- After a UEFI driver is loaded via the boot services, this UEFI driver can be started anywhere to connect from a controller. This UEFI driver can be stopped to disconnect from a controller as well.

- Basically, BIOS has no way to issue post code when starting/stopping a UEFI driver, especially UEFI driver is protected in binary format. Once system gets hang up problem when starting/stopping UEFI driver, it is hard to identify the problem root cause.

- UEFI defines Component Name protocol and Load Image protocol. Both can be used to get a readable name and a globally unique ID (GUID) of a UEFI driver.

- Before starting a UEFI driver on a controller, BIOS can read driver name and driver GUID in advance and store them into ECMOS.

- After the call complete of starting a UEFI driver, both UEFI driver name and GUID will be cleared from ECMOS.

- Once the call of starting a UEFI driver doesn’t complete, BIOS keeps ECMOS content for UEFI driver name and GUID.

- In next boot, BIOS can issue a private WMI command to read UEFI post error code from ECMOS and reports it to windows application for record. After that, BIOS can issue a private WMI command to clear UEFI post error code from ECMOS.

Design Construction:

- HW: No HW need.
- SW: No SW need.
- BIOS: Before starting a UEFI driver, BIOS gets useful information of a UEFI driver via UEFI protocol services and stores them into ECMOS. BIOS clears ECMOS content after a call of starting a UEFI driver is complete.
Feature Model

Existing Algorithm

Connect controller → Device Controller → Core Connect Controller handler → Entry

New Algorithm

Connect controller → Device Controller → Core Connect Controller handler

Get Driver Guid of a UEFI Driver → Save Driver Guid in ECMOS

Clear Driver Guid from ECMOS → Exit

UEFI Driver Binding

Supported → Start → Stop

UEFI Driver

Supported → Start → Stop

Boot Flow

- When starting UEFI Driver A, its generic driver guid save into ECMOS. After the call complete, the driver guid is cleared.
- Then starting the next UEFI Driver B, its generic driver guid also save into ECMOS. After the call complete, the driver guid is cleared as well.
- Similarly, the next UEFI Driver performs the same sequence.
- Once starting certain UEFI driver and get execution error, the driver guid that store in ECMOS will be kept until private WMF command is sent by application in OS to ask clearing driver guid from ECMOS.

Power On → SEC → DXE Dispatcher → PCI Bus Enumeration → Connect ConOut Device (VGA) → Connect all Controllers → OS Boot Loader → Boot
• **Business Strategy/Advantages**
  1. Identify post error problem in UEFI driers easily, including IP license protection UEFI drivers with binary format.
  2. Provide more useful debug message when system get hang up problem at pre-boot phase.
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